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**Fans upset with UAO**

By BRANDI BARKHE

She was so excited about the Mosk To The Max concert because that she arrived one hour before the tickets went on sale to ensure she got to see Jack Kevorkian perform. Yet when her excitement turned to frustration when she discovered the Mosk To The Max concert was overruled by UAO, she decided to boycott the concert.

"My first reaction was that UAO screwed up yet again," said Lyra Yon, junior computational science major. "Lyra was so excited about the chance to see Jack Kevorkian perform live that she decided to buy a ticket to The News Spring Fest on April 19, where Mosk To The Max was to be headlined by Jack Kevorkian. However, when Lyra tried to purchase tickets on Monday, all the tickets were sold out.

"I was so disappointed," said Lyra Yon, junior computational science major. "I had been looking forward to seeing Jack Kevorkian perform live for months. I was so excited about the chance to see him in person that I decided to buy a ticket to the Mosk To The Max concert. However, when I tried to purchase tickets on Monday, all the tickets were sold out. I was so disappointed."

"I think Monday's meeting was a success," said Denver COO. "We had a lot of better turnout than we expected. The presentation was very informative, and everyone was polite." Denver COO added that the meeting was a good opportunity to get back into the swing of things.

"I think Monday's meeting was a success," said Denver COO. "We had a lot of better turnout than we expected. The presentation was very informative, and everyone was polite." Denver COO added that the meeting was a good opportunity to get back into the swing of things.

**USG passes several resolutions**

By ANNE MOSS

Students for Free Tibet. Two hundred dollars was also allotted for a concert for Hardships and Freedom.
Some social sins should not be illegal

Dear Daily Planet July 26, 1987

I am writing in response to your story "Dissenters: An inconvenient truth," which appeared in today's issue of The Daily Planet. The article mentions that the university administration is considering the possibility of decriminalizing marijuana, which has caused great concern among students and faculty members.

I strongly believe that marijuana should remain illegal. The argument that marijuana is a "victimless" crime is a fallacy. It is a drug that has caused harm to countless individuals and families. The idea that legalization would somehow reduce crime is simply not true. Legalization would likely lead to increased use and abuse of marijuana, resulting in higher rates of addiction and other negative consequences.

Furthermore, the argument that marijuana is less harmful than other drugs is misleading. While marijuana may not be as physically dangerous as some other drugs, it still has significant negative impacts on mental health and social behavior. Studies have shown that marijuana use is associated with increased rates of mental illness, including depression, anxiety, and schizophrenia.

I urge the university administration to reconsider their position on decriminalization and to take a firm stance against the use of marijuana on campus. We must prioritize the health and well-being of our students and faculty members, and we must not allow the lure of political correctness to cloud our judgment.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
“Either The End or The Beginning”

I’ve seen The End. Don’t worry about seeing it for yourself, because you’ll be doing it again. All the bumper stickers and billboards build it up way too much. But just in case you have some odd nerve disorder or are just bored, I’ll give you the directions. Take the highway, I forgot which one, to the town of Fall in the Oklahoma panhandle. Once there, turn on your radio, press the scan button and keep driving. At first you’ll wonder where the radio scan will stop. You’ll watch the numbers rolling from 88 to 108, become mesmerized and drive off the road into a ditch. Stap yourself, then slap yourself again. When you hear a low grumbling crunching sound coming from your cheek, then it’s probably a good idea to stop hitting yourself. Get back on the road, and keep driving until the scan finally stops and the blaring country music takes a snap out of you. At this point clean yourself up, change your underwear, turn south and you’re there at The End. I’ll be honest though; I’ve only seen it from a distance. I was going to stop. But after reading the tourism pamphlet on The Beginning and its 99 cent ham sandwiches just a few miles down the road, The End just didn’t seem like that big of a deal anymore.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday 4/14/99

For free Recreation Center:

10 a.m. Supers April Auction

11 a.m. - 3 p.m. NAACP ticket sales

Evening:

6:30 p.m. Karaoke-A-Thon
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TV GUIDE SECTION
After criticism, Al, Tipper donate $15,000

opened their wallets wide to charity in 1998 — giving more than $353 to charity in 1997 after giving $35,530 the previous year. 

zations to groups that aid the homeless and mentally ill.

said they ranged from religious institutions and educational organi-

$52,951 in federal taxes for 1998, or 23 percent of an adjusted gross

Damage assessment will be out Wednesday

Damage assessment will be out Wednesday

nations did not specify which charities the Gores gave donations, but

were told to stand and fight, but soon

An ethnic Albanian girl holds onto a barbed wire fence after arriving at a NATO-run refugee camp in Stenkovec near Skopje, Macedonia.

Serb infantrymen advanced on

in Belgrade, Yugoslavian officials
told any incursion into Alba-

The Gores reported giving $15,197 to charity in 1998. The White

In Europe, U.S. Army Gen. Wesley Clark, said he had requested 500 more U.S. aircraft as well as additional air power from other NATO-allied

Listening in on the Albanian- 

The Associated Press

$450,000 to war in the Balkans — and not

According to 1998 tax returns released Tuesday, the Gores paid

TGORES, Okla. (AP) — Lt. Gen. Maxwell Thurman recalled some uncomfortable childhood memories Tuesday as she

10% OFF | Latex pillows, down pillows, leather, wool, and other materials, great for i people

Madrid. 

It looks like a bomb

The wreckage reminded her of damage from a 1963 storm that

We're fillin' up

Come see why

Chateaugay Apartments • 730 Scott Hamilton A & D

Spacious two bedroom units with patio/deck, central air, garbage disposals, full baths, private parking, on-the-laundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays

SHELTON APARTMENTS • 1308 Scott Hamilton

Our two story garden apartment complex is totally remodeled, with carpet, linoleum. 

 CCC $525/mo. unfur, $575/mo. furn.

Our last floor unit totally remodeled, new carpet, linoleum.

 Idolized 10% in\*et <

For information and to apply call

Are You Feeding A Sib This Weekend?

"Sibs & Kids Weekend"

BRING THIS COUPON IN WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY FOR AN* 

ALL YOUR PURCHASES" ALL DAY LONG

Congratulations on your engagement! 10% of your purchase will be donated to the Capital Region AIDS Foundation.

Effective 4:30p.m., Friday, April 16, 1999

to entree.

Publications and wealthy donors, on April 20, and designed to highlight the

Effective 4.30 p.m., Friday, April 16, 1999 through 2:00 p.m., Sunday, April 18, 1999.

coupons, as approved by the owners. No other coupons or discounts may be used with this coupon.
Kevorkian sentenced to 10 to 25 years

PONTIAC, Mich.—Dr. Jack Kevorkian, who videotaped himself giving a man a lethal injection and dared prosecutors to stop him, was sentenced to 10 to 25 years in prison Tuesday by a judge who told him: "Sir, consider yourself stopped."

Kevorkian, who turns 71 next month, grinned as he was led from the courtroom in handcuffs, saying to a friend, "Justice?" He said nothing when given the opportunity to speak at his sentencing.

"That is what he believes his life mission is," she said.

In addition to giving Kevorkian the sentence prosecutors asked for, the judge handed him three to seven years for delivery of a controlled substance. The sentences will run concurrently, and Kevorkian will be eligible for parole after six years and eight months, a prosecutor said.

"He could have gotten life in prison."

Defense attorney David Gorosh said that he was surprised by the judge's decision.

"This is a victory for a society that exists for a society that exists for lawlessness. It was about disrespect for a society that exists because of the strength of the legal system."

"No one, sir, is above the law," she continued. "You had the audacity to go on national television, show the world what you did and dare the legal system to stop you. Well, sir, consider yourself stopped."

Even so, she predicted the debate that Kevorkian brought to the fore will continue "long after this trial and your activities fade from public memory." On "60 Minutes," Kevorkian threatened a hunger strike if sent to prison — a claim he has not repeated. If he does go on a hunger strike, Michigan prison personnel will force-feed him.

Kevorkian injected Youk with lethal chemicals on Sept. 17 at Youk's request. Youk was in a wheelchair, could barely move his arms or legs and was afraid of choking to death on his own saliva.

Medical examiners considered the death suspicious. But they had little to go on until Kevorkian sent a videotape to CBS. The tape and the "60 Minutes" interview with Kevorkian were the prosecution's main evidence.

It was the first murder trial for Kevorkian, a retired pathologist who says he has been involved in 130 deaths since 1990, and the first time he was found guilty of second-degree murder convictions.

In past cases, Kevorkian said his patients used his homemade devices to start the flow of carbon monoxide or intravenous chemicals that caused their death.

Kevorkian represented himself at trial. He was found guilty of first-degree murder convictions.

If you can spend four years preparing for your future, you can spend a few minutes reading this.
Florida declares state of emergency

The Associated Press

Gov. Don Sundquist asked the Dough and Polk counties.

The declaration by Florida Governor Bob Graham allows the National Guard to help firefighters, and the blaze was 75 percent contained.

The fire, which had burned 600 acres. The fire was one of the state's largest fires, because of that state's largest fire, caused by a lightning strike. The Governor declared a state of emergency Tuesday as windy, dry conditions continue to exist.

The evacuation order Tuesday as windy, dry conditions continue to exist. Residents of 60 homes near Willboums in western North Carolina remained under an evacuation order Tuesday because of that state's largest fire, which had burned 800 acres. The blaze was 75 percent contained.

The Associated Press

The National Guard helped to fight the fires and two Blackhawk helicopters were immediately put to work dumping water on fires in Hillburn and Folkston counties.

The Governor asked the Federal Emergency Management Agency for help, and all outdoor burning permits were suspended.

Bush noted that an index of federal land Forest was above 800 — a scale where 400 denotes significant danger. Humidity dropped to as low as 10 percent.

The Associated Press

"We are in a real red-alert day. We're in very dangerous, high-burn conditions," said Fire Services Deputy Chief Frank Polick.

Bush noted that an index of federal land Forest was above 800 — a scale where 400 denotes significant danger. Humidity dropped to as low as 10 percent.

The Associated Press
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BOGOTA, Colombia—The kidnapping of an entire Avianca domestic flight, apparently by leftist rebels who disappeared into the countryside with their prey, shows just how lawless nearly four decades of armed conflict.

There was still no word Tuesday on the fate of the 41 passengers and five crew members from the Avianca twin-engine turboprop plane, which was commandeered Monday en route from the northeastern city of Bucaramanga to Bogota, the capital. It was forced to land on a remote northern airstrip along the Magdalena River, Colombia’s main waterway.

By the time police reached the airstrip in Viejuela, 220 miles north of Bogota, all they found was an empty plane with its tires blown out. Pilots who flew over the area hours earlier saw passengers being spirited away onto wooden boats by people dressed in green fatigues.

No group has claimed responsibility, but some officials suspect the country’s second largest guerrilla band, the 5,000-member National Liberation Army. The ELN is the most active rebel group in a region that has seen fierce combat in recent months between guerrillas and their paramilitary rivals.

The government sent troops to try to cordon off a huge area of the San Lucas range, a mountaneous rebel region where the kidnappers are thought to have headed with the passengers and crew.

A spokesman for President Andres Pastrana said Tuesday, however, that a rescue attempt was unlikely. “I don’t see that as a possibility,” Otto Gutiérrez told Caracol radio.

No senior government officials were aboard the plane, whose passengers included an Ecuadorian man, an Italian lay Catholic worker, an elderly couple in failing health and a 3-month-old baby. The U.S. Embassy said it was trying to confirm local media reports that as a possibility,” Otto Gutiérrez told Caracol radio.

No senior government officials were aboard the plane, whose passengers included an Ecuadorian man, an Italian lay Catholic worker, an elderly couple in failing health and a 3-month-old baby. The U.S. Embassy said it was trying to confirm local media reports that American was on the plane.

Colombia’s weak central government has little or no control over vast areas that have been overrun by guerrillas, paramilitaries and right-wing vigilantes. Security at airports is increasingly brazen armed incursions.

A country of 40 million, Colombia has the world’s highest kidnapping rate, roughly 72,000 murders a year, including some 3,000 political killings. The civil conflict pits leftist guerrillas against right-wing paramilitary groups and government security forces.

More than 2,200 people were kidnapped last year alone, about half of them by ransom-seeking rebels who regularly mount roadblocks of major highways. Such abductions have become so common that many Colombians fly even on short domestic trips. Now it appears even the skies are not safe.

It’s proposals have been shunned in preliminary peace talks with the government, and many believe the seizing of Flight 9465 may have been an ELN publicity stunt designed to earn respect.

“The ELN is discredited militarily and the government isn’t taking it seriously in negotiations,” said Alejandro Reyes, a National University political scientist. “If the ELN did this, it would appear an attempt to call attention to itself.”

Several days after the plane disappeared, officials were aboard the plane, whose passengers included an Ecuadorian man, an Italian lay Catholic worker, an elderly couple in failing health and a 3-month-old baby. The U.S. Embassy said it was trying to confirm local media reports that American was on the plane.

Colombia’s weak central government has little or no control over vast areas that have been overrun by guerrillas, paramilitaries and right-wing vigilantes. Security at airports is increasingly brazen armed incursions.

A country of 40 million, Colombia has the world’s highest kidnapping rate, roughly 72,000 murders a year, including some 3,000 political killings. The civil conflict pits leftist guerrillas against right-wing paramilitary groups and government security forces.

More than 2,200 people were kidnapped last year alone, about half of them by ransom-seeking rebels who regularly mount roadblocks of major highways. Such abductions have become so common that many Colombians fly even on short domestic trips. Now it appears even the skies are not safe.

It’s proposals have been shunned in preliminary peace talks with the government, and many believe the seizing of Flight 9465 may have been an ELN publicity stunt designed to earn respect.

“The ELN is discredited militarily and the government isn’t taking it seriously in negotiations,” said Alejandro Reyes, a National University political scientist. “If the ELN did this, it would appear an attempt to call attention to itself.”
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Afghan refugees living in Karachi, Pakistan, prepare to leave for Afghanistan.
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"The $20 figure was as low as

"We don’t want to make a profit,

Correction

"There is a chapter on-cam-

"There’s going to be some major

"It’s not fair to judge people

Darren Carter

Home City Ice Company
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Summer Employment
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Voted America’s Best Company for Part-Time Jobs

"You’re interested in staying in shape, join us and work out while you work."

"In attendance for any business

He noted that USG generally

When: April 19th!

Questions? Call Jen at 372-2343!

BGSU Firelands

Free!!!

Questions? Call Jen at 372-2343!

"Quality University Programs Regarded to Community needs."

"Meet with a UPS Representative at Career Services between 10-2. Walk-ins Welcome."

"Be a part of a winning tradition"

"Meet with a UPS Representative at Career Services between 10-2. Walk-ins Welcome."

"Full time benefit for part time work!"

"Enjoy a variety of enrollment options designed to meet your needs"

United Parcel Service

"They might not be giants

"It was really exciting to see

Our students, and $10 for everyone

Students who have questions

Nepal

Students who charged tickets

"They’d better, otherwise

"They would be dealing with

"Now Hiring for these Positions:

"One person from having quorum. We couldn’t even officially

"We couldn’t even officially

One Night Only!

Questions? Call Jen at 372-2343!

Only boring people are bored. Entertainment from 5-9 p.m. Thursday to the NOW schedule!"

Summer begins April 19th!

Pick up the BGSU summer courses you need

Sign up for Flexweek five week or eight week summer 2000

Enjoy a variety of enrollment options designed to meet your needs

Choose from deadline or evening courses

Find a complete summer course listing online at

Summer Open Registration begins Monday, APRIL 19th

Meet with a UPS Representative at Career Services between 10-2. Walk-ins Welcome.

We Offer:

Full time benefit for part time work! 

Advancement opportunities!

Holidays and weekends off!

United Parcel Service
**Good-by to Tiger Stadium**

The view from the field promises another opening of the most beautiful sights the world has to offer: left field, center field and the fans. It was the third game of the season, and the fans were missing their dose of outfield autographs.

"Sorry, can’t do an interview right now. Everything’s going too fast right now."

That is the kind of day it was. Everything was going on.

It was the last opening day at Tiger Stadium.

A glorious success since 1912, it began in demise.

The Tigers lost to the Twins 4-3.

But there were childhood memories of loyal fans and bottomless autographs.

While the ceremony was initiated with Tim Cordon’s arm, Ricky Williams hit a base hit and home run to presume Al Smith’s first home run. DJ White was taking shape in Detroit Tradition.

It was a day when the first words everyone thought of were: "The end of an era."

As a baseball mecca since 1912, a stadium with childhood memories of loyal fans and bottomless autographs, the Tigers were in their history.

Standing on the ground through the autographs, everyone thought of the heroes and all-time greats. It was at Tiger Stadium is so powerful world series team. His presence was felt by fans who set foot on that field.

It is where Cecil Fielder hit 25 dingers in 1990. It is where Jim Leyritz hit 30 home runs in 1996.

"I'm pretty sure it won't be the last time I'll be on the field," Newell said. "I'm not thinking about it."

More came to pick us up first career save in the ninth.

"Dougry showed he’s got it all. We were in a good game and did a nice job of shutting the door," manager Schmuck said. But Xavier didn’t go down without a fight. With one out and two runners on second and third in the ninth, the Musketeers had the go-ahead run at the plate.

Fleet gave Mike Sculipio to fly out and then struck out Adam Savo to end the game. He said he wasn’t nervous, but he gave some name from the experience."" Falcons around him.

"The uprememberance courtroom is to talk to me [the pitcher]." Newell said. "They just kept on throwing strikes and I was doing fine. I had to do was to stay in the strike zone and they played me well.

"I picked up the fire all day long, taking charge. Tim Newell, a first-year catcher with only an RH throw, broke a 2-5 tie with an eventual game-winning single.

"It was a look at a fourth-inning at the first pitch," Newell said. "I figured he knew me by now. Even though I wasn’t entirely expecting it, I tried to surprise him and go back with one. It worked out.

"We let him [Newell] go six innings,"肥料 coach said. "I was happy to have a look at him [the pitcher]."

The Falcons showed us he’s got a whole lot," Newell said. "I never expected to think about it."

"That’s the best performance of the year, outshone Katzenmoyer a year ago, and was the best performance of the year. But now I don’t have time to think about it."

Fellert added three runs against Battle Creek.
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FOOTBALL

Bryce taken 23rd in Canadian draft

Former Bowling Green defensive back and special teams player Bryce Morty Brice was selected yes-

Bryce, who resides in Bow-

m ...
Inc. of Northwest Ohio, 7223 Maumee-
Applications and tour every Wednesday
ing program and excellent benefits Must be
ends. Starting wage $7.14-$8.52 depending on
ble. Requires a caring, dependable, adven-
address 2196 Riverside Drive. Columbus, OH
AND BUSSING STAFF Scheduling procedure
clude the following POOL SNACK STAND
parr time positions available to provide care
hoJIe Event Coordinator Full/Part time, lots of
naed at co-ed camp near Ann Arbor. Room
Counaaiors, Lifeguards, and Health Officer
range—$1000 and up (depending on skills
Bunk counselors, group leaders, dramatics,
ations available:
FUN, CARING, PEOPLE NEED ONLY AP-
Who likes the pool, playing with friends A nice
Childcare for the summer for a happy 8 yr. old
and/or sports and fitness needed. Call
HOURS AND GET PAID FOR 37.5 HOURS A
WEEKEND FOR FULL TIME PAY WORK 24
FOR ALL 3 SHIFTS, PART TIME AND FULL
PACKAGE. APPLY AT 600 STERLING
next year!

DIXIE DRIVING RANGE
1900 N. Dixie Hwy Bowling Green, OH
(2 miles north of BGSU)
$1.00
ONE LARGE BUCKET OF BALLS
WITH THIS COUPON
BGSNews 503-1420

BUCKEYE SELF - STORAGE
• Near Campus
• Low Rates
• Open 24 Hours
• Summer Leases
• Clean
• Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Call Today to Reserve Unit:
BUCKEYE Self-Stor.
352-1520

HIGHLAND MANOR
401 W. Dussel Road
Hillsdale, OH
Highland Manor is a luxurious apartment community
offering 2 and 3 bedroom units. All units feature an
in-unit washer and dryer, cable TV, internet, a/c,
estimation, and an open concept floor plan. The
complex offers a pool, fitness center, bus stop, and
secured parking. There is an on-site management
office for your convenience. Call 812-535-8999 or
visit www.highlandmanor.com

Foot massage to lower back pain and
relieve stress. Call 352-9671

KANSAS CITY KARDIACS
212 Ridge (Front) 2 BR, $550 avail. May 15

113 railroad st. (next to kmart)
352-9202

For listings call 1 -800-319-3323 x4558

SECRET IN BGI
Clean, 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, across the
street from campus on
Manville. Call Nicole at
352-5822

319 E. Wooster St.
Junction from Taco Bell
RENTAL LINE:
451 THURSTON
Efficiencies for summer and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Stalls at $310.00

517 E. REED
One bedroom for Aug. to May. Stalls at $380.00

521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Stalls at $500.00

SUMMER RENTALS STARTING MAY 16!
Efficiencies and one
bedroom still available

Many other locations available. A complete
listing is available at the rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

FREE SUBA/KIDS PASS
Free Suba/Kids Pass for the
Student Recreation Center or
Peppy Field House
April 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

One pass per student or student member of Rec Sports. Must turn in a
coupon upon entry each day.

For more info, call Libby at 357-7481.

Soccer and Billiards Pay-offs
Next week, April 9 - April 23
Stop by the IM Office, 130 Perry Field House.
offer 2 PM Fri. Friday to check your team’s status
for play-offs.

SPECIAL EVENTS

BUCKEYE MANIA
March 6 - 17 on the
Recreation Center or
Peppy Field House
Free pass for Suba/Kids
Kardiacs this year at
and at the SRC

FREE SUBA/KIDS PASS
Free Suba/Kids Pass for the
Student Recreation Center or
Peppy Field House
April 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

One pass per student or student member of Rec Sports. Must turn in a
coupon upon entry each day.

For more info, call Libby at 357-7481.